Container equipment

CONTAINER EQUIPMENT
says Speikers. “If we can automate no-go testing on the
Gawis4Glass, that frees up labour
to look more frequently for measurement errors.”

MORE BOTTLES INTO OUTPUT
Anchor’s new Gawis4Glass has
been up and running since March.
Reflecting on its impact, Speikers
comments that it’s been “like night
and day,” adding that “the switch
from a manual to an automated
process is a major leap forward,
saving labour, improving accuracy,
reducing downtime and waste.”
“We want to put more bottles
into output and less into cullet.
Here our purpose is to render
our process lean. Automating
dimensional measurement for
job qualification enables us to be
more proactive. she concludes:
“For us, the container is the
golden egg.” O

Gawis4Glass’s ease of use and time-saving
AutoJob were the features that really sold
Anchor on the automated system.
(Photo: Courtesy of Agr International)

commitment is the recognition of
the critical role its containers play
both for a customer’s product
integrity and packaging line. To
maintain the same level of performance across Shakopee’s five
sister plants (in Henrietta, OK;
Jacksonville, FL; Warner Robbins,
GA; Lawrenceburg, IN; and
Elmira, NY), the company developed the One Anchor Standard.
“‘One Anchor’ means that the
quality assurance department
operates in the same way in each
facility,” says Speikers. “Down the
road, we expect to have the same
equipment in all other facilities.”
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Another expectation, much
closer on the horizon, is adding Agr’s AutoFeed option to the
Gawis4Glass. The robotic component significantly increases
throughput, enabling lab technicians to set up the system to test
and measure up to 40 samples
in a single walk-away operation.
The time saved will allow Anchor
to move the task of taking ‘nogo’ bottle measurements from
the production floor to the QA
lab. The results can be input into
Gawis4Glass’ data gathering capability to produce detailed process
monitoring reports that serve as
instant indicators that adjustments
are necessary on the hot-end.
“Once we get the AutoFeed
system we’ll begin to measure
bottle rounds every two hours,”
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